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ABSTRACT 
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Mendes Pinto’s Peregrinação (1614). With the deduced rules of pronunciation at hand, it is possible to estab-
lish new pairs of lexical correspondences and solve a brief lexicon extracted from the list of Tartar toponyms. 
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1. INTRODUCTION

Peregrinação (Pilgrimage) is the title given in Portuguese (original first edition, 1614; translated 
into English in 1653) to a long report, written as memories in the last period of his life, by Fernão 
Mendes Pinto (c. 1510–1583), a Portuguese sailor, diplomat and merchant who spent 21 years of 
his life in Asia. Before his return to Lisbon, Pinto had already written a description of the eastern-
most areas of Asia as part of a widely spread collection of letters sent from Asia and published in 
Europe in 1554 (Mello 1989). He has also been recently considered the most probable author of 
another report on China that remained anonymous (Barreto 2010).

The value of Pinto’s work as a first-hand description of the history and geography of Asia was 
soon noticed by specialists both in Portugal and abroad (Lopes 2010; Canosa 2013). This is the 
case for Purchas who used Pinto as a main source to describe the Tartars in his world geography 
collection (Purchas 1625, vol. 3: 251–281) well before the first complete translation of Peregri-
nação into English by Henry Cogan (Pinto, 1653). Indeed, despite the fact that new and more 
accurate reports on the coastal and nearby areas of Asia kept on arriving in Europe as the Euro-
peans were undertaking further expeditions, knowledge on the geography of more distant and 
less commercially relevant areas such as Tartaria was still scarce at the time when Peregrinação 
was published.1 

The section most relevant for Tartaria corresponds to the chapters 117 to 131 of the Pere-
grinação (Pinto 1614; 1653: chs. 38–41)2 in which Pinto describes the episodes that occurred in 
northern China and in the lands of the Tartars with whom he lived together with a group of Por-
tuguese until, as a reward for the services provided, they were taken to a safe way to the sea. In his 
report, Pinto records place names and even whole sentences of the language used in court and in 
religious invocations, most of the time providing a translation into Portuguese. However, the very 
presence of these transcriptions in the original Asian language, not deciphered until now,3 is one 
of the main difficulties when assessing the descriptive value of this section.

In order to contribute to a better understanding of Pinto’s descriptions, all sentences with 
place names were extracted from the chapters referring to the Tartars as transcribed in the first 
editions in Portuguese (1614) and English (1653). From this, those toponyms were selected that 
can with some confidence be related to Mongolian words, so as to investigate their meaning and 
phonetic value. 

1 This initial value as a source of geographical knowledge lost importance as the work became popular (with 
nineteen editions in Europe in the 17th century), and the readers began to approach Pinto for entertainment rather 
than for his historical value (Collis 1949: 195–302). The apologetic prologue of the first English edition (Pinto 
1653) is a good example of the need that the translator felt to explain that what seemed too exotic to be credible for 
the average European reader was actually based on facts.
2 For specific analyses on these chapters see Charignon & Ménard (1935: 265–359), Collis (1949: 139–142) and 
Alves (2010: vol. 3, 148–167).
3 Charignon & Ménard (1935: 280–288) do read several terms discussed in this paper as Chinese, but the sound 
correspondences that their readings implicate are hard to defend. For instance, they relate Tuymicão to ʻT’ai-tsing-
kang 太青岡’ which they explain as mountain(s) of a region named T’ai-tsing (1935: 288). As will become clear 
below, only the sound correspondences for the third syllable are sound. Among later researchers, Aubin (2010: 
158. n. 2) simply declares that Tuymicão cannot be identified as either Chinese nor Mongol, without refering to 
Charignon & Ménard in her notes to the chapters on the Tartars in Peregrinação. Collis (1949: 140) acknowledges 
the existence of these etymologies, but declares that ‘they fail to convince’, while Jin, although mentioning 
Charignon & Ménard’s work (2010a: 106. n. 5; 2010b), does not consider it as relevant for assessing Mendes Pinto’s 
knowledge of the Chinese language (2010b).
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This paper, then, is structured as follows. In Section 2, we will provide some general back-
ground on the Mongolic languages and on the phonemes most relevant for the terms under in-
vestigation. In Section 3, we will study concordances of lexical units that have the meaning ‘king’, 
explaining the different spellings of the name in terms of different degrees of semantic trans-
parency. In Section 4, we identify the Mongolian term for ‘Great Wall of China’, a concept which 
is readily accessible at present time, but was not so for Pinto’s readers in the 16th century. Section 
5 provides a discussion on several problematic cases of phoneme correspondence between 16th 
century Mongolian and Portuguese, thus accounting for the choice of graphemes by Pinto and his 
editors. In Section 6, these rules of phonetic correspondence are applied to create a list of Mongo-
lian terms that can be extracted from place names. Section 7 concludes the paper.4

2. THE MONGOLIC LANGUAGES  AND THE PORTUGUESE TRANSCRIPTIONS

The term Mongolic or Mongol represents a group of languages and dialects spoken mainly in pres-
ent-day Mongolia and neighbouring areas in Russia and China, but also in territories west of the 
Caspian sea and in Afghanistan (Janhunen 2003a: xvi) as remnants of the geographic dispersion 
that took place 800 years ago in the times of the Mongol Empire (Janhunen 2003b: 1). The proxim-
ity of these languages makes it difficult to define a taxonomy, and the number of varieties will vary 
according to the criteria used (Janhunen 20 03a: xvii). Common Mongolic (Janhunen 2012a: 4-6) or 
Central Mongolic (Brosig & Skribnik 2018: 555) comprises those varieties that stayed in contact at 
least well into the 17th century. These include Khalkha Mongolian, the de-facto official dialect of 
the Mongolian state, and varieties such as Chakhar and Khorchin in the Chinese province Inner 
Mongolia, along with Buryat in and around the Russian republic Buryatia and Oirat in the west of 
the Mongolian state, in Kalmykia and in several north-western parts of China such as Alasha (In-
ner Mongolia), Qinghai, and Xinjiang. Khalkha and the non-Oirat /non-Buryat varieties of Inner 
Mongolia arguably form a sub-branch that is conventionally called Mongolian (Svantesson et al. 
2005: 141–144, 148), a convention that we shall follow in the remainder of this paper.

Diachronically, these contemporary Mongolic languages developed from Middle Mongol, the 
language of Genghis Khan‘s immediate descendants attested in texts from the 13th to early 15th 
century mainly in Mongol, Chinese, Phagspa and Arabic script (Rybatzki 2003: 57–58). After 
150 years from which very few documents survive, sources written in Mongol script resurface 
in the late 16th century which to some extent begin to reflect modern dialectal grammar, but are 
very substantially influenced by a standardized written language of religion, the so-called Clas-
sical Mongol of the 17th to 19th century which cultivated a supra-dialectal standard (Poppe 1954: 
2–4). Moreover, the conservative orthography of this time by and large preserves the phonolog-
ical features of Middle Mongol (Janhunen 2012a: 6). Partial phonological analysis for dialects 
during this early modern period are in principle possible on the basis of evidence of preceding 
and subsequent varieties in combination with inferences from orthographic peculiarities and 

4 In terms of division of work, Canosa bears the main responsibility for the overall line of argument and the 
Portuguese data, while Brosig bears the main responsibility for the Mongolic data. We want to express our grati-
tude to Hans Nugteren for helpful comments on an earlier version of this paper and to Christopher Atwood and 
M. Bayarsaikhan for some input on the term Singrachirau. For the Portuguese side, we want to thank Stephen 
Parkinson, Henrique Monteagudo and José Antonio Souto Cabo for helpful suggestions on the various readings 
of <ch> and <au>.
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inconsistencies. However, the existing research mostly focuses on the philological or grammatical 
analysis of individual (major) text sources as consistent grammatical systems rather than on what 
a corpus of several unrelated regional sources could tell about their underlying dialects.

The language spoken in the period in which Fernão Mendes Pinto lived in Asia corresponds to 
the undocumented transitional period between Middle Mongol and the re-emergence of sources 
written by speakers of early modern Central Mongolic varieties. Consequently, while the best 
readily available comparative data has to be taken from Middle Mongol and modern Central 
Mongolic dialects, it is necessary to keep in mind that the lexemes noted down by Pinto reflect 
an intermediate stage. Another problem is the identification of the particular language varie-
tie(s) of the place names from those within the Mongolic language family. In Peregrinação (1614), 
Pinto starts his route near what is now Beijing, crosses the Great Wall and travels to areas that 
would lie east and south of the contemporary Mongolian state. Consequently, it is dialects such 
as Khorchin, Kharchin and Eastern Tümet in eastern Inner Mongolia and Baarin, Chakhar and 
Western Tümet in central Inner Mongolia that can be taken as starting points for comparison.

The following are some phonetic characteristics of Mongolian that should be mentioned for 
the purposes of this article:

• Modern Central Mongolic varieties distinguish between short and long vowels (Janhunen 
2012a: 26) which correspond to disyllabic double vowel sequences in [Late] Middle Mongol 
(Nugteren 2011: 58).

• Middle Mongol distinguished between nasal labial /m/, dental /n/ and, in rare cases, velar 
/ŋ/ in word-final position (Nugteren 2011: 75, 243). In most dialects of Inner Mongolia, this state 
of affairs is retained: the loss of short word-final vowels after /n/ yielded word-final /n/, while 
Chinese loans ending in /ŋ/ retained /ŋ/. In a few dialects such as Khalkha [and Sönit], however, 
original word-final /n/ became /ŋ/ (still contrasting to ŋg with epenthetic [g] in several non-no-
minative case forms of old Chinese loans), while loss of short word-final vowels after /n/ created 
a new class of words ending in /n/ (Janhunen 2012b: 162).5

• Middle Mongol had a phoneme /kh/ (with a positional allophone [qh]) which is retained in 
Oirat, but becomes /x/ (with a positional allophone [χ]) in Mongolian.

3. LOOKING FOR A KEY TO DECIPHER THE CODE

Pinto learnt from the Tartars both the place names and the sentences that he transcribes. There-
fore, he had to look for suitable letters to represent sounds from a phonemic system quite dif-
ferent to the one of the language that he used for writing down his memories, Portuguese. The 
problem is even greater if we consider that, at that time, Portuguese was still in the process of 
standardization. So Pinto’s writing may show diachronic, dialectal and idiolectal practices that 
differ from today’s standard.

To handle these difficulties, we start with a term for which Pinto offers sufficient context to 
infer its meaning and sometimes even provided a direct translation: a compound name that in-

5 For instance, /n/ in Proto-Mongolic *ken ‘who’ was retained in Kharchin xen, but changed to xəŋ in Sönit, while 
Proto-Mongolic *kulugana ‘mouse’ turned xulgan in both Kharchin and Sönit (see Nugteren 2011: 410, 432 for the 
reconstructed and Sūn 1990 for the modern forms). The early Chinese loan oŋ ~ waŋ ‘king’ of Middle Mongol 
(cf. Rybatzki 2006: 122–124) is retained as waŋ in both, but takes the genitive waŋ[g]-iːŋ (as compared to xen-iː 
and xʊlɢan-iːŋ) in Khalkha.
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cludes the word for ‘king’. This word, written as qaɢan in Mongol script,6 was qa’an in Late Middle 
Mongol (Sino-Mongol [Nugteren 2011: 395]) and takes the forms /xɑːn/ (Baarin/Kharchin [Sūn 
1990]) or /xɑːŋ/ (Sönit [Sūn 1990]) in modern Inner Mongolian dialects, but it is written as cau 
or cão in the original Portuguese Peregrinação (1614) and as can or cam in the first English trans-
lation (1653).

3.1 The term khaan as part of a word with meaning inferable from context

Table 1. Concordances of the form cão

1614 1653
E despois de a ter toda recolhida, se passou para ou-
tra cidade muyto mayor & muyto mais nobre, que 
se chamaua Tuymicão

then having all his Army together, he went on to 
another City far greater and fairer, called Tuymicoa 

Passados algũs dias despois de ser chegado este Rey 
a esta cidade de Taymicão, nos quais ouue algũas 
festas notaueis, por se concluyr o casamento desta 
princesa Meyca vidau irmam del Rey com este Em-
perador Caraõ de que tenho tratado

After some time had been spent in the Celebrations 
of certain remarkable Feasts, that were made for joy 
of the conclusion of a marriage betwixt the Princess 
Meica vidau, the Kings sister, and the Emperour of 
Caran, the Tartar by the advice of his Captains resol-
ved to return anew to the Siege of Pequin

Partidos nós a noue dias do més de Mayo do anno de 
1544, desta cidade de Tuymicão, fomos aquelle dia 
ja quasi noite dormir a hũs estudos que se chamauão 
Guatipamor, em hum pagode por nome Naypatim, 
nos quais os embaixadores ambos foraõ bem agasa-
lhados pelo Tuyxiuau da casa, que era o Reytor delles 

Being departed from this City of Tuymican on the 
ninth day of May, in the year one thousand, five 
hundred, forty and four, we came to lodg that night at 
a University in a Pagode called Guatipanior, where the 
two Ambassadors were very well entertained by the 
Tuyxivau of the house, which is as the Rector thereof 

Apos isto lhe tornamos a preguntar pelo nome da-
quelle monstro, & nos disse que era, Pachinarau du-
beculem pinanfaquè, o qual auia setenta & quatro 
mil annos que nacera de hũa tartaruga por nome 
Miganja, & de hũ cauallo marinho de cento & trin-
ta braças de comprido, que se chatonua Tibremvu-
cão, que fora Rey dos Gigaos de Fanjùs. 

After this we enquired of him how this Monster was 
called, and he told us that his name was, Pachinavau 
du beculem Prinaufaque, and that it was threescore 
and fourteen thousand years since he was begotten 
on a Tortois, called Migama, by a Sea-horse, that was 
an hundred and thirty fathom long, named Tybrem 
vucam, who had been King of the Giants of Fanius;

6 The transcription used for the Mongol script used in this paper is based on Poppe (1954: 17) which is probably 
the most widespread and simple transcription system available. We write <j> instead of <ǰ> for ᠵ since no letter 
<j> is employed by Poppe in the first place and <ɢ> instead of <γ> for ᠭ so as to avoid its possible confusion with 
<y>. There are of course more precise transcription systems (including Balk & Janhunen 1999), which are prefer-
able when representing problematic spellings in particular primary sources. But to understand a transliteration, 
one needs to understand the relationship between graphs, graphemes and phonemes in its script, which might not 
be the case for all readers. Since the advantages of a strict transliteration of Written Mongol would not come to 
bear in this paper, we prefer the more straightforward correspondence between graphemes and phone(me)s that 
a transcription affords us.
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1614 1653
Sendo el Rey auisado pelo seu embaixador como 
trazia comsigo estoutro del Rey da Tartaria, o mã-
dou logo ao outro dia buscar a esta villa de Agimpur 
onde estaua alojado, por hum seu cunhado irmão 
da Raynha sua molher, principe muyto valeroso & 
de muyta rẽda que se chamaua Passilau Vacão

He King being advertised by his Ambassadour, that 
he brought another along with him from the King of 
Tartaria, sent for him not long after from Agimpur 
by the Brother of the Queen his wife, a very valiant 
and rich Prince

Table 1 shows concordances with the term cão retrieved from a parallel corpus (Canosa 2018) 
comprising the chapters related to the Tartars according to the first Portuguese edition (Pinto 
1614) and its English translation (Pinto 1653). Although Pinto’s original language was Portu-
guese, the English translation is offered here not only for the purpose of translation, but also 
because it shows how certain spellings were understood in another language that uses Latin script 
in the 17th century.

There are two occurrences, n. 2 and n. 5 (Table 1) where the proper name has been left out in 
English. For the remaining three, the ryhme -ão is transliterated in a non-uniform way, but tends 
to be rewritten as a vowel plus nasal consonant in English. That this correspondence is systematic 
is corroborated by other Asian place names mentioned in chapters other than the ones related 
to the Tartars. For instance, well-known place names such as Arracan and Siam in the English 
translation (Pinto 1653: 165) correspond to forms like Arracão and Sião in the first Portuguese 
edition (Pinto 1614: fol. 153v).

The English transliteration is coherent with the diachrony of Portuguese, since the diphthong 
/ɐ̃w̃/, nowadays spelled as either -ão or -am, represents the convergence of several Latin endings 
(Lipsky 1973; Parkinson 2002) (e.g. Latin -ANT, -ANEM > Portuguese -am; -ANUM > -ão; 
-ŌNEM, ŬNT > -om) that were still in the process of standardization at the time of Pinto‘s writ-
ing (Oliveira 1536: cap. 45; Barros 1540: fol. 14r; Leão 1576: 27v-30v). The term khan itself illu-
strates this vacillation. Very early in the beginning of the 16th century it was written as -am in 
such influential texts as the Portuguese edition of Marco Polo‘s travels (1502): Grã Cham, (fol. 2v) 
gram Cham (fol. 3r) ‘Great Khan’. Closer to the period when Peregrinação was edited, the historian 
Diogo do Couto describes the pronunciation of the initial consonant as aspirate and distinguishes 
two possible spellings for the same word as Can and Cão (Couto 1612: fol. 212r). Consequently, 
only the ending -an (but not the initial consonant) would have been familiar enough to Portu-
guese speakers.7 As for its semantic value, João de Barros, a historian and geographer who met 
and consulted Pinto (Canosa 2013), described the term as equivalent to ‘duke’ among the Tartars 
and noted that it was used like a surname, attached to a preceding word that functions as a proper 
name (Barros 1615: 236–238).

The examples that explain the pronunciation and meaning of cão given by Couto (1612: fol. 
212r) and Barros (1615: 236–238) show the same pattern that is also instantiated by cão in Table 
1. They might therefore not be completely opaque, but could arguably be rewritten as phrases of 
the type: 

7 ʻE como a pronuncião com que eles nomeam [can] não cabe na nossa [língua], e com uma aspiração que não 
se lhe entende m ais que aquela, an, vierão a lhe chamar Can, e ainda se corrompeu mais, por que vulgarmente 
lhe chamam Cão’ [ʻAnd as the pronunciation they have for [can] is not feasible in our language, and it has such 
an aspiration that only an is understood, it came to be called Can, which was further corrupted, for the common 
people say Cão’]. 
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(1) a. Tuymecão / Tuymican = Tuyme khan 
 b. Tibremvucão / Tybrem vucam = Tibremvu khan 
 c. Passilau Vacão = Passilau Va khan 

3.2 The term khaan as part of an opaque expression

The cases above show a term (khaan) in a context where it is possible to identify not only the ex-
pression, but the meaning (at the end of the word and as part of a proper name). That the English 
version shows variation might possibly be related to the fact that the meaning is not intuitive. In 
addition, there is another example where the same meaning ‘king’ appears in a proper name, this 
time in an explicit way, since Pinto provides a literal translation. 

Table 2. The term cau in the context of a complex phrase.

1614 1653
No meyo desta tribuna estaua hũa grande estatua 
de prata deitada em hum leyto do mesmo, que se 
chamaua Abicau nilancor, que quer dizer, deos da 
saude dos Reys, que tãbem se tomara no templo de 
Angicamoy de que atraz fiz menção

In the midst of this Throne upon a bed lay a great 
Statue of silver called Abicau Nilancor, which signi-
fies, the God of the health of Kings, that had been 
also taken in the Temple of Angicamoy.

In the concordance of Table 2, the identification of the corresponding term is not as intuitive as 
in the previous examples of Table 1. Even if Pinto provides more information, as there is a direct 
translation following the original expression, ‘God of the health of kings’, the number of mor-
phemes and syntactic relations involved is higher now. The difference with respect to the terms in 
Table 1 is obvious, for although they lacked a literal translation, their meaning was inferable from 
context as part of a simple phrase of the form PROPER NAME + KING (favoured by the fact that 
khaan, although exotic, was a word already known). 

Accepting Pinto’s translation as valid, the segment closest to Mongolian khaan in Abicau nilan-
cor is cau. This implies that the same term has two different spellings in the text (cf. Pt. cão in 
Table 1 vs. cau in Table 2). This variation is in need of explanation.

4. IN SEARCH OF ADDITIONAL CORRESPONDENCES

There is another word in the text for which a clear semantic correspondence can be established. 
Pinto mentions Singrachirau as the word for the Great Wall (Table 3).8 The Mongol form of this 
toponym would not have been accessible to the editor or translator of the text in the 16th century, 
but it is accessible to the modern reader. The contemporary terms are čaɢan kerem ‘white forti-

8 Given its stated denotation, Aubin (2010: 158. n. 18) contemplates to interpret this word as an ʻecho’ of 
Chinese chángchéng 長城 ‘long wall’, but her particular wording already acknowledges the lack of proper sound 
correspondences. Charignon & Ménard (1935: 280), in turn, go to great interpretative lengths to come up with a 
compound of sin k’eou 新口 (from sin pei k’eou 新北口 ‘new northern passage’) plus either si-lou 四路 ‘west road’ 
or sié-lou 斜路 ‘cross road’, thus interpreting the word as a (made-up) pars pro toto.
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fication’ in most modern Central Mongolic varieties (Chakhar, Sönit, Kharchin, Qinghai Oirat 
[Sun 1990: 558], Khalkha, Khorchin) and sira kerem ‘yellow fortification’ in some Oirat varieties 
(Alasha, Xinjiang Oirat of Bayangol) and Eastern Yugur (Sun 1990: 558).9

While a certain similarity is intuitive, the rendering of the term in historical Portuguese is still 
so different that it would be nearly impossible to reconstruct the original Mongolic pronunciation 
from it. In order to explain this variation, we can proceed by assuming a cognate form and use the 
differences in writing to establish correspondences between different grapheme combinations 
and their underlying phonemes.

Table 3. Concordances of Singrachirau.

1614 1653
Passando daquy para diante chegou aos muros de 
Singrachirau, que saõ os de que atras disse que 
diuidem estes dous imperios da China & da Tar-
taria, & não achando nelles resistencia algũa se 
foy alojar da outra banda em Pamquinor, que era 
a primeyra cidade sua, que estaua tres legoas deste 
muro de Singrachirau, & ao outro dia chegou a Xi-
pator onde despidio a mayor parte da gente.

From thence passing on he arrived at the walls of 
Singrachirau, which are the very same, that, as 
I have said heretofore, do divide those two Empires 
of China and Tartaria; There meeting with no resi-
stance he went and lodged on the further side of it 
at Panquinor, which was the first of his own Towns, 
and seated some three leagues from the said wall, 
and the next day he marched to Psipator, where he 
dismissed the most part of his people.

The Portuguese term Singrachirau can be split into its two parts, singra and chirau, and then be 
compared to its (potential) Mongolic cognates. Of these, the correspondence between Mongolic 
kerem and Portuguese chirau is relatively unproblematic, while Portuguese singra must be com-
pared to both čagan ‘white’ and sira ‘yellow’.

The term kerem ‘fortress, wall’ < ‘encirclement’ appears to be a Turkic loan (Doerfer 1975: 
300–302) and is not attested in Middle Mongol proper except in some borrowed Kipchak place 
names in the Secret history of the Mongols (§§262, 270, 274) like kiwa menkermen ‘Kiev’. In Ming 
glossaries, it is transcribed as kèrèn 克賃 [~kèlìn (cf. Mathews 1943: page 468, entry 3107)] with 
the translation ‘墻壁 biānqiáng = border wall’ (in the second Sino-Mongol glossary of 武備志  
Wǔbèizhì ‘Remarks on Military Preparations’) (Apatóczky 2016: 11, 113) and as 克勒目 kèlèmù 
with the translation ‘墻 qiáng = wall’ (in 北虜譯語 Běilǔ yìyǔ) (Apatóczky 2009: 33, 117), enabling 
us to establish a form kherem for the 16th century.10 It is realized in modern Mongolic varieties as 
xərəm (Kharchin, Sönit, Chakhar), xirəm (Khalkha), khirim (Qinghai Oirat) or kherem ( Alasha, 

 9 To represent these terms in a dialect-neutral way for citation purposes, they are displayed as if transcribed from 
Mongol script.
10 Christopher Atwood (p.c., 9/8/2019) contemplates identifying a word from a passage in the Yuánshǐ 元史 
(juǎn  3, p. 49) as a place name containing the variant kermen: 冬，帝駐蹕阿塔哈帖乞兒蠻。 ‘Winter. The 
emperor made his temporary residence at Ataghatai-Kermen’. In Yuan era Chinese transcription, the last seven 
characters would be read a-ta-Xa-te-ki‘r-mAN, where <X> represents q/g, <A> represents a/e, <N> represents 
n/l/r, and open syllables might require the reconstruction of omitted -k/q/t/b. Atwood suggests to read this as 
Ataghatai-Kermen ‘envious wall’, which might be a name for Ögedei‘s wall built to corral game that he lists as one 
of his bad deeds in the Secret history (§281). He acknowledges that identifying -te with the comitative -tai and 
reinterpreting i as e in the syllable kir would reflect progressive sound changes that are only sparsely attested at 
this early stage. A second problem is that it requires the form kermen rather than kerem which Doerfer suggests is 
a later development from kerem that did not affect Mongolic.
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Xinjiang Oirat of Bayangol) ~ kherəm (Eastern Yugur), corresponding to Portuguese chirau. The 
Portuguese spelling <ch> could be indicative of a palato-alveolar affricate or of an aspirated 
sound (see 5.1 below). The first reading would suggest that the word was borrowed from a Mon-
golic variety in which the sound change Proto-Mongol *kh > x (Svantesson et al. 2005: 198–200) 
had already taken place, while the second reading could correspond to either Mongolian sound. 
The palatal vowel <i> in Portuguese would most closely correspond to one of the varieties in 
which the sound change e > i in word-initial syllables (Svantesson et al. 2005: 182) has taken place 
(Khalkha, Qinghai Oirat). A sound change with a similar result that would have involved a de-
accented, reduced first-syllable *e (> ə > i) is reported for several Southern Mongolic languages 
(Nugteren 2011: 104) and possibly Ordos (Serengnorbu 1996; Möngkebuyan 1990, as cited in 
Svantesson et al. 2005: 182), i.e. those varieties in which the accent shifted to the last syllable. Since 
the contrast between different nasal vowels in word-final position was being lost in the transition 
from Old to Modern Portuguese (Cardeira & Fernandes 1999; Parkinson 2002) and even nowa-
days Portuguese <em> is realized with different degrees of vocalic openness depending on dialect 
(CLUP, 2012),11 the final syllable <au> would correspond to a sequence Vm irrespective of the 
specific vowel used in Mongolic (e/ə/i).

The term singra can be compared to Mongolic čagan as used in the more widespread form 
čagan kerem ‘white fortification’. Čagan here corresponds to Proto-Mongolic *tʃʰɑgɑɑn ‘white’ 
[Nugteren 2011: 298] > Middle Mongol *[tʃʰɑgɑɑn].12 /tʃʰ/ was retained in Chakhar and Kharchin, 
but changed into /ʃ/ in Khorchin (see e.g. Bayancogtu 2002) and /tsh/ in Sönit, Qinghai Oirat (cf. 
Sun 1990: 558) and Khalkha. Since at least the middle of the 16th century Portuguese lacks an 
alveolar affricate /ts/ (Martings 2016: 4; Gementi-Spolzino 2018: 91-92), so <s> /s/ would have 
been the best possible match. The identity of the subsequent initial vowel is more problematic. 
All modern Central Mongolic varieties have [ɑ] in this word. There are other Mongolic languag-
es in which /i/ was regressively assimilated to the preceding palatal consonant (Nugteren 2011: 
298), specifically Southern Mongolic varieties in which the first syllable got de-accentuated (e.g., 
Mongghul tɕʰiqa:n (~tɕʰaġaːn), Baoan tɕʰiqaŋ, Kangjia čiχɔ (~tʃʰɔχɔ), Dongxiang tsʰïqaŋ), but also 
Dagur (tʃʰiɣaː(n)). However, these are languages that must have split away from the Central Mon-
golic mainstream in Middle Mongol times and would probably not have been an influential part 
of that mainstream in the 16th century. Still, the variation with /i/ is even attested in (Late  Western) 
Middle Mongol itself as tʃʰiɣaːn (~tʃʰaɣaːn) (Nugteren 2011: 298), and consequently a source vari-
ety that had /i/ instead of /ɑ/ in this position is marginally conceivable. The second consonant of 
čagan, *g, may correspond to [g], [ɢ] and [ʁ] in inter-vocalic position in Khalkha (Svantesson et 
al. 2005: 12), a range of realizations that, phonetically, can be found in several modern Mongolian 
varieties. This is not a particularly good match for Portuguese <ng> or <ngr>, though it would of 
course match <g> quite well.

On the other hand, the term singra can also be compared to Proto-Mongolic *sïra > Middle 
Mongol ʃira ‘yellow’ (Nugteren 2011: 492, though ï is retained in some modern varieties) as used 

11 See http://cl.up.pt/arquivo/mapas/mapas.html for an inventory of phonemes and its contemporary dialectal 
distribution.
12 The transcription cagagan which more accurately allows to predict the length of the second vowel is attested 
only once in Middle Mongol, while the predominant spelling was cagan (cf. e.g. Tumurtogoo & Cecegdari 2006: 
347–348), which also became entrenched in orthography later on. While some scholars including Tumurtogoo 
opt for a transcription such as čaγa:n that indicates the length of the second vowel, we prefer to not teleologically 
superimpose features that have no orthographic correspondence.
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in the less widespread term sira kerem. The three contemporary varieties in which this term is 
used realize the first word as /ʃɑrɑ/ (Alasha), /ʃar/ (Xinjiang Oirat of Bayangol) (Sun 1990: 558) 
or as /ʃar/ (Sun 1990: 558) ~ /ʃra/ (Nugteren 2011: 492) (Eastern Yugur). The Great Wall was built 
from yellow-colored clay in the Alasha/Gansu area and would therefore be called accordingly in 
these parts (Gandigcoo p.c. 20/8/2019). Here, Portuguese <s> would match Mongolic [ʃ] /s~ʃ/. 
The comparison with other non-Mongolic place names cited in Peregrinação (Pinto 1614), espe-
cially the case of Narsinga (modern Narashima), opens the hypothesis that <si> was specifically 
employed by Pinto to represent a palatal fricative /ʃ/. <i> would directly represent /i~ï/, and it 
is quite plausible that i-breaking had not yet taken place in the 16th century predecessors of the 
modern Mongolic varieties that now show /ɑ/ instead.13 <ra> would be a perfect match as well, 
since the loss of finite short vowels in Alasha is most likely a relatively recent development (and 
in the neighboring Ordos dialect never took place at all). Finally, while reflexes of *sïra do not 
contain a nasal segment in any known variety of Mongolic, it is also conceivable that <ng> in the 
Portuguese transcription merely indicates the nasality of the preceding vowel. While attributing 
this quality to a Mongolic *ï > i is not warranted, this would yield a set of corresponding segments. 
Consequently, it is more plausible that singra reflects a Mongolic source ʃira ‘yellow’.

5. PHONETIC VALUE OF THE PORTUGUESE TRANSCRIPTIONS

5.1. The velar fricative

Pinto uses <c> (cão, cau ~ khaan) and <ch> (chirau ~ kerem) for what in the source language 
would have been an aspirated plosive (Middle Mongol) or fricative (most modern Mongolian 
varieties) with velar and uvular variants. Portuguese lacks a velar fricative, so its velar stop /k/ 
would in both cases have been the most similar sound in the target language. However, the gra-
pheme <c> in Portuguese only has a velar value before <a>, <o> and <u>, while <c> followed by 
<i> or <e> is most commonly read as a sibilant /s/ which already holds true at the time of Pere-
grinação. For this type of environment, Pinto opted to use <ch>. This digraph had several pho-
netic realizations, e.g. as a palato-alveolar affricate /tʃ/ which was preserved in northern dialects 
or as a palato-alveolar fricative /ʃ/ which finally prevailed through the Lisbon standard,14 but in 
borrowings from classical languages it was pronounced as an aspirated sound different to any 
other Portuguese phoneme. For instance, the grammarian Duarte Nunes de Leão (1576: fol. 5r) 
describes <ch> as the spelling to represent the aspiration of Greek and Latin names as in Achilles 

13 For instance, the Mongolian–Chinese glossary in the 17th century source Ming Lulongsai lüe (which is, however, 
based on similar glossaries that go back to the late 14th century by which it might be influenced) still transcribes 
‘yellow’ as shīlá 失剌 (Apatóczky 2016: e.g. 9, 48).
14 The neutralization of the voiceless palato-alveolar affricate into a voiceless palato-alveolar fricative is considered 
to become first attested (though still not accepted in the norm) towards the second half of the 17th century, that 
is, well after the time of Pinto’s writing and the publication of Peregrinação. For a review of the literature on 
the historical evolution of the palatal fricatives and affricates (the more generic term ‘palatal’ instead of ‘palato-
alveolar’ is more often used in Portuguese linguistics) see Gementi-Spolzino (2018: 82–101). Considerations on 
the dialectal distribution and chronological development of the affricate /tʃ/ can be found in A. Pinto (1981), Pérez 
(2014: 41–42) and Martins (2016: 6).
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and patriarcha. Similarly, the historian Diogo de Couto (1612: fol. 212r) states that the original 
reading of cão is aspirated (see note 7 above).

Overall, the solution adopted by Pinto for a sound that did not exist in Portuguese appears 
quite coherent:

1) It employs the same grapheme <c> to represent Mongolic /kʰ/ or /x/, either as part of a 
digraph or as a single character. 

2) The grapheme <c> before the vowels <a>, <o>, <u> was unambiguously pronounced as a 
velar stop in Portuguese, a sound that, even though unaspirated, was perceived as close enough to 
represent the Mongolic source. Hence Pinto only used the digraph <ch> in those cases where the 
pronunciation of <c> would be completely different for Portuguese readers. 

3) The use of <ch> for an aspirated (most likely velar) sound was prescribed as valid in Portu-
guese grammars roughly contemporary to Pinto. Furthermore, while expressions from classical 
languages would be perceived as exotic in Portuguese, this would also be the case for the Mongo-
lian names transcribed by Pinto.

5.2 The nasal consonant in final position

In Portuguese, the use of digraphs consisting of a vowel and a nasal consonant such as <an> or 
<em> to represent a nasal vowel is common in word-internal position (e.g. tanto /‘tɐ̃tu/, tempo 
/‘tẽ pu/), while the representation of nasal vowels in word-final position is slightly more difficult 
as different nasal vowels evolved and converged into a nasal diphtong /õ/, /a/, /ẽ/ >/ɐ̃w̃/ (Martins 
2016: 12) written as -ão or -am (see 3.1 above).  Theoretically, the same acoustic reality can be 
interpreted either as a single phoneme (a nasal vowel, e.g. /ɐ̃/) or a diphonemic realization of a 
slightly nasalized oral vowel followed by a velar nasal consonant (e.g. /aŋ/) (Rothe-Neves & Reis 
2012; Veloso 2019). That is, a sequence that for Mongolic is usually attributed the phonological 
status of a vowel plus a nasal consonant (/aŋ/) corresponds to a sequence that in the Portuguese 
phonological tradition is simply interpreted as a nasal vowel (/ɐ̃/). 

Table 4. Relationships between meaning and transcriptions of terms involving a vowel plus nasal consonant in 
Mongolic

Meaning type Portuguese (1614) English (1653) Context 
NON-TRANSPARENT
TERMS

Singrachirau

Abicau nilancor

Singrachirau

Abicau nilancor

The context does not allow 
the identification of morphemes 
even if a translation is provided.

TRANSPARENT
TERMS

Tuymicão

Tibremvucão

Passilau Vacão

Tuymicoa 
Tuymican 
Tybrem vucam

 –

The context allows the identifi-
cation of morphemes (anthropo-
nym referring to a king plus the 
term khaan that is already in use 
as a common name)

Table 4 shows the Portuguese and English correspondences for terms with endings in vowel + 
velar nasal consonant (khaan) and bilabial nasal consonant (kerem) transcribed as -ão or -au in 
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Portuguese. When the term is known (khaan) and appears in a context that facilitates its identifi-
cation, it is spelled as -ão in Portuguese and -am or -an in English (while Tuymicoa in the English 
text, which is later written as Tuymican, is probably a typographical error). However, if the term 
is completely unknown or if there are elements that make its identification difficult, we find the 
ending -au (Abicau nilancor and Singrachirau).

A hypothesis that explains this variation is to assume that the original manuscript used a diffe-
rent spelling15 which was later reinterpreted in the editorial process as -ão. For those forms where 
the meaning is inferable from the context (interpreted as a morpheme in word-final position to 
refer to a king), the editor would have no problems to standardize the spelling from <au> to <ão>. 
However, for opaque expressions, there would be no elements of analogy that could allow the 
editor to identify <au> as representing a nasal value, so the manuscript’s original script is kept, as 
this is also a valid diphthong in Portuguese (though with an oral, non-nasal pronunciation, hence 
the difficulties to relate it to the Mongolic terms at its face value).

6. VOCABULARY RETRIEVED FROM TARTAR PLACE NAMES
Toponyms are a good starting point to apply the rules we have identified so far to explain the 
phonetic values of graphemes which have a different reading in standard Portuguese nowadays. 
Hence, from the study of place names only, it is possible to extract a small vocabulary that de-
fines probable or secure sound correspondences with Mongolic. Table 5 shows lexical units as 
written in Peregrinação along with their equivalent Mongolic forms and meaning. The nominal 
phrase column shows the term as part of the place name in a position consistent with apposi-
tions ( Janhunen , 2012a: 190–191) or the typical nominal phrase structure of Mongolian where 
the modifier precedes the nucleus, so apart from phonetics and semantics, there is syntactic 
correspondence.

Table 5. Vocabulary extracted by comparing pairs of semantic correspondence after applying rules 
of phonetic equivalence

Peregrinação (1614) Mongol script Meaning Phrase
cão qaɢan king Tuymecão
tuyme tümed tümed (demonym) Tuymecão (the tümed khan)
Singrachirau
Chirau
Singra

sira kerem
kerem
sira?
čaɢan?

Great wall
wall
yellow
white

Singrachirau 

Singua
Singa

čaɢan? white Singuafatur
Singapamor

bator
fatur

ba’atur hero Xibator (Psibator, 1653)
Singuafatur 

(pa)mor mörön, naɢur? river, lake Singuapamor

15 For instance, both <au> or even <an> would be dialectally and historically plausible original spellings that an 
editor could have changed into representations more in line with his personal speech and writing conventions. 
Alternatively, the editor might simply have misread <n> as <u>. 
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The analyses below have illustrative purposes only. They are intended to serve as a starting point 
for a more in-depth study that would proceed from deciphering place names to other terms or 
whole sentences that Pinto transcribed in his report. 

The form Tuymicão (Tuymican) appears as a place name, but the context ‘the city of Tuymicão’ 
allows for an interpretation where the referent is a person, as in ‘the city of the khan Tuymi’. 
Considering phonetic similarity and the historical context of the events described here (the siege 
of the city of Beijing in the mid-16th century through Altan Khan of the Tümed), it would be 
plausible if the first term, Tuymi, refers to the tümed people. This endonym itself is a plural form 
of tüme(n) ‘ten thousand; military unit of ten thousand soldiers’, which in modern realizations 
mostly differs with regard to its first vowel (normally [ʉ]~[u], Sönit: [ɵ], Oirat: [y], Eastern Yugur: 
[e]) and the widely variable obligatoriness of unstable n (see Sun 1990). The absence of word-final 
d [t] in tuymi could thus either be accounted for by assimilation to /kʰ/ in the subsequent word 
or by the use of the variant tüme(n) with unstable n in the first place. However, since the exact 
meaning is neither translated nor directly inferable from the context, this reconstruction should 
be received with caution. 

There are two additional toponyms, Singuafatur and Xipator (Psipator in the English version), 
that appear to be compounds of an attributive modifier and a modified noun. It is possible that 
singua can be compared to singra, especially if it is to be read as čaɢan ‘white’ rather than sira 
‘yellow’. In the first two place names, the second part fatur ~ pator can be compared to Pro-
to-Mongolic *baatur ‘hero’, which in most modern varieties is pronounced with an initial un-
voiced unaspirated stop /p/ (Janhunen 2012a: 28; Svantesson et al. 2005: 17–18). <f> in fatur must 
have been an inaccurate rendering of /p/ since neither */f/ nor *[f] would have been present in 
16th century Mongol. The use of baatar in person-derived or anthropocentric place names such 
as Ulaanbaatar ‘red hero’ is at least attested in modern times. The term would have been recorded 
before the sound change u [ʊ] > a [ɑ] removed short close back rounded vowels from non-initial 
syllables of all Central Mongolic varieties. 

Table 6. Concordances of Singapamor

1614 1653
E correndo por este esteyro a Leste, & a Lesnordes-
te, & em partes a Lessueste conforme âs quedas por 
onde a agoa fazia sua euasaõ, chegamos ao lago de 
Singapamor, que os naturais da terra nomeão por 
Cunebetee, que, segundo a enformação que nos 
derão, tinha em roda trinta & seys legoas, no qual 
vimos tanta diuersidade de aues de toda a sorte, que 
me não atreuo a podelo dizer.

Through this straight running East, as also East, 
North-east; and sometimes East, and by East, accor-
ding to the windings of the water we arrived at the 
Lake of Singapamor, called by them of the Country 
Cunebetea, which was, as our Pilots affirmed, six 
and thirty leagues in extent, where we saw so many 
several sorts of birds, that I am not able to recount 
them.

Deste lago de Singapamor, que a natureza por 
obra admirauel abrio no coração desta terra, saem 
quatro rios muyto largos & fundos, hũ por nome 
Ventrau, que corta direyto a Oeste toda a terra do 
Sornau de Sião, & faz sua entrada no mar pela barra 
de Chiãtabuu, em vinte & seis graos.

Out of this Lake of Singapamor (which as an ad-
mirable Master-piece nature hath opened in the 
heart of this Country) do four very Iarge and deep 
rivers proceed, whereof the first is named Ventrau, 
that runneth Eastward through all the Kingdoms 
of Sornau and Siam, entring into the Sea by the Bar 
of Chiamtabuu, in six and twenty degrees;
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The last toponym to be discussed here, Singapamor, is introduced by Pinto in the passages shown 
in Table 6 as a lake already outside of the Tartar domains.16 This hydronym also seems to have a 
modifier preceding the central term. For the nucleus, there are two conceivable Mongolic read-
ings, namely, Proto-Mongolic *mören/müren ‘river’ (Nugteren 2011: 448) and *naur ‘lake’ > Cen-
tral Mongolic /nuur/, mostly [nʊːr] (cf. Nugteren 2011: 453). For equating <mor> with mören, 
-en would have to be understood as unstable -n, but variants without -n are only found in Dagur 
and Buryat, both very unlikely donors due to their geographic location in north-eastern Greater 
Mongolia. Reanalyzing mören as mör-en with an unstable n is a mistake that an intermediate 
learner could plausibly have made, though. Alternatively, if the term goes back to *naur ‘lake’ (as 
suggested by Nugteren, p.c., 19/2/2019), Pinto would have confused <m> with /n/, while <o> 
as [ʊ] (a phoneme missing in Portuguese) is still relatively plausible.17 Semantically, this second 
interpretation more closely resembles the desciption in the text. However, if the initial element 
singua ~ singa ~ singra would be identified as variant spellings of ‘white’, this would leave <pa> as 
an unexplained element which is problematic for both interpretations discussed here since this 
short element is unlikely to represent a full morpheme.

7. CONCLUSION

The terms discussed above provide a solution for what is the biggest problem to start deciphering 
the Mongol place names transcribed by Pinto: to explain the phonetic values of graphemes used 
to represent phonemes either inexistent in Portuguese or not completely standardized at the time 
of Pinto’s writing. This is the case of <ch> which has an affricate palatal value in 16th century Por-
tuguese but in Pinto’s writing represents a Mongolic velar plosive or fricative. The other examples 
considered are the diphthongs <ão> and <au> which correspond to a vowel plus nasal consonant  
in Mongolic, a sequence that, even if it could have a phonetic realization similar to Mongol in 
Pinto’s times, has converged in a nasal diphthong in modern standard Portuguese.

Pinto wrote his work in the middle of the 16th century as the result of accumulating a vital 
experience in the first half of the century in Asia. However, what has been transmitted to us is a 
posthumous book published in the following century, in which editors would have modernized 
and standardized the manuscript according to the orthographic uses of the moment. This con-
trast between the author‘s original writing and later standardization is a possible explanation for 
the different solutions found in Pinto’s transcript for Mongolic word-final nasal consonants.

16 This lake is mentioned in the chapters referring to the Tartars because Pinto is travelling with a Tartar diplomat 
that aims to bring the Portuguese safe to the sea. However, Pinto also makes it clear that the form Singapamor 
is an exotoponym for Cunebetee (see table 6, concordance 1). The form Singuapamor (which seems a variant of 
Singapamor) is also mentioned as an exotoponym of the lake Chiammay in a different passage of the Peregrinação 
(Pinto 1614: chapter 182). The place name Chiammay is more often used by Pinto to refer to a kingdom identified 
with Chiang Mai in northern Thailand. See Flores & Breazeale (2010: 237. n. 3, 240. n. 4) and Grawosky (2010: 
208–209. n. 9) for the geographical and historical context in Pinto. An alternative explanation of this toponym and 
its possible location is proposed by Charignon & Ménard (1935: 311–343).
17 This would require the donor dialect to be more progressive than its representation in Mongolian-Chinese 
glossaries like the 17th century Ming Lulongsai lüe, which preserves the original diphthong /aʊ/ as in nàwùér 納兀
兒 ‘lake’ (Apatóczky 2016: 8, 125). However, as mentioned earlier, it is conceivable that this glossary, based on much 
older materials, errs on the conservative side.
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The expressions studied after solving the phonological value of these graphemes allowed for 
an interpretation of the place names in Pinto’s writing that is coherent not only with the semantics 
of the terms first identified on grounds of phonetic similarity. It was hence possible to identify 
new lexical units and propose solutions for the reading of further place names that also agree with 
the characteristics of well-known Mongol toponyms.
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